Luminaires

L

&asses,
commonly called "lighting fixtures" or "fi.MgsIM
hold one or more lamps and usually house the ballasts that operate
fluorescent or high-intensity discharge lamps. When choosing
lmin&es for a lighting design, the most important featwe is the
luminairefscapacity to direct:and distribute light to particular areas or
objects. The style of the luminaire is an aesthetic consideration that of
course is criticat to the overall interior design of the home. The types of
lminaires described in this chapter ate available in many styles. Popular
styles changewith time, context, and the resident! s taste; style is not
discussed because this book focuses on generic and functional aspeds of
lighling. Luminaires are grouped by mounting type and location:
Ce*g-Mountedf Suspended, Recessed, Architedural, Wall-Momte&
FWture- or Cabinet-htegrated, Plug-In, and Exterior. Each mounting
type is further grouped into two or more generic types of luminaires
utilizing that m0untin.gtype. For any type of lminaire, read the
introduction to the momting type as well as the description of the
k-'- %re,turnindre dedptions include:

l'echniqutes: Certain types of l m a i s e s are best suited for each lighihg
technique. Consult the Techniques chapter for more details.
Price: Some typical price ranges for l-aires
are listed inTable 6 of
the Economics chapter; however, the price of l@n&es varies widely,
and depends on the cost of the materials used to comtruct the lminaire,
the quality of comtm&on, and the style*Both residential- and commerddgrade produds are available; commerdd-grade products will cost more,
but will be made of higher-quality materiak. Also, price varies greatly
with both the number of luminaires purchased in one order and the
source from which they are purchased. Durability of materials and quality
of conswction are important to consider for luminrires that receive
frequent use in the home. Check the quality of any moving parts, such as
swit&es, hinges, and springs. Make sure that any finishes, such as paint,
reflective surfaces, and fabrics, wiU vvithstmd wear and cleaning. For
long-term use and for energy savings, consider the purchase of a
l&n&e as an investment in an appliance, rather than the purchase of a
decorative item. Remember that most decorative items do not cumme
energy, but luminaires and the lamps
them do!

~~

Where to buy: Luminaires can be purchased through retail or wholesale
businesses. Purchase common luminaires at hardware, building supply,
and discount department stom. For a larger varleLy, look in lighting
stores or mail-order catalop, For more-speualked luminaires, or
luminaires most commody found in comerdal appIications, contact
electrical suppliers. Due to local variations in price, consumers and
contractors should check several sources before buying a lumlnaire.
Luminaire characteristics are listed as follows:

Energy and
k~mp~

Lamps c o m e most of the energy that is used by luminaires; soh&=
energy is consumed by ballasts and transformers. Select the most
efficacious lamp for the particular lighting need. Select fluorescent
lamps with 2700 to 3000 K color temperature for best compatibaity with
incandescent lamps. Use rare-earth phosphor fluorescent lamps where
good color is important. Consult the Lamps chapter for more details.
The efficiency of a luminaire indicates what percentage of the light that is
emitted from the lamps actually leaves the luminaire. In an inefficient
lzminaire, lighting energy is wasted because the light is absorbed by the

